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Approach
(a) Temporal sorting by each user independently
Hi, I’m John. Hi, I’m Emily.
Approach
(b) Temporal-based oversegmentation in mini-clusters
PhotoTOC
[Platt et al, PacRim 2003]
Approach
(b) Temporal-based oversegmentation in mini-clusters
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(c) Sequential merging of mini-clusters
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Weighted
modalities
● creation (or upload) time
● geolocation
● textual labels
● same user
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Geolocation (d=haversine)Time stamp (d=L1)
Text labels (d=Jaccard) Same user (d=boolean)
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Dataset
ReSEED - Social Event Detection Dataset
Timo Reuter, Symeon Papadopoulos, Vasilios Mezaris & Philipp Cimiano (ACM MM Sys 2014)
[Paper: http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2557642.2563674] [Dataset: http://greententacle.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/reseed/]
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Diversity of cameras (qualities)
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Future work
● Median-based normalisation for robustness against outliers.
● Better optimisation of parameters K and d.
● Improve fusion approach (SVM ?).
● Event-dependent merging criteria.
● Efficient use of visual features (higher computation).
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Conclusions
● All considered context (geo, user, tags) can help.
● Watch out for outliers.
● Divide and conquer… sequentially.
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